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Quicker Delivery and Lower Costs for West Coast Companies Seeking 

Magnetic Shielding Products

 

Leading Edge Metals & Alloys (LEMA) Gardena, CA:  Supplier of specialty, high-quality metals and alloys 

frequently used in harsh environments, announces its sales alliance with Magnetic Shield Corporation, 

Bensenville, IL. Leading Edge Metals & Alloys will act as Magnetic Shield Corporation’s west coast sales operation 

beginning September 1st 2016.    

The parties, having a near decade-long relationship, see the alliance as a natural fit. Leading Edge Metals & Alloys 

has been a longtime supplier of metals and alloys to west coast customers, and Magnetic Shield Corporation sees 

LEMA’s hands-on, relationship-oriented approach to improving customer products and processes as an asset in 

expanding Magnetic Shield Corporation’s west coast sales operation.  

With the goal of expanding fabrication capabilities on the west coast, Magnetic Shield Corporation will be able to 

offer shorter lead times to west coast manufacturers.  R&D, manufacturing and testing companies within Avionics, 

Electronics, and other industries, will be able to take advantage of the services that are currently offered in 

Magnetic Shield Corporation’s Chicago, IL facility.  With the new alliance, “west coast customers requiring 

magnetic shielding in their products will be able to take advantage of competitive pricing while also lowering or 

eliminating freight costs; saving both time and money” says Phil Guthrie, President of LEMA.  

About Magnetic Shield Corporation: Founded in 1941 and celebrating their 75th anniversary this year as an ISO 

9001:2008 certified manufacturer of standard and custom magnetic shielding alloys, evaluation kits, AC magnetic 

pickup probes, zero gauss chambers, and magnetic shielding products for wiring applications. Registered, 

Trademarked brands include: MuMETAL®, MuROOM®, Co-NETIC®, NETIC®, AA CABLE SHIELD® and INTER-8® 

CABLE. 

About Leading Edge Metals & Alloys: LEMA is a customer-focused, relationship-oriented company located in 
Gardena, California.  It has extensive knowledge of metals and the materials industry. Many materials are 
available for immediate shipment from its west coast warehouse in southern California. Leading Edge Metals & 
Alloys services a wide variety of markets including aerospace, electronics, medical, oil & gas.  Now adding 
Magnetic Shield Corporation’s products to its portfolio.  
 
For additional information, contact:  
Phillip Guthrie 
President 
Leading Edge Metals & Alloys, Inc 
877-455-5362 
310-225-4604 
www.leadingedgemetals.com 
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